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12/21/2012 New Beginings
 
Sights and  beautiful visions  in the sky not seen by man
New ways of thinking and living in peace
Get ready to awaken to the light if you can
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2012 Awaits You  Just Around The Corner
 
Yes its coming at the speed of light
The time to learn of it is now
This will be so huge without fright
Open your eye to the incredible force  inside of you
Maybe you have been afraid or curious
Now its time to power the universal light that shines through
In 2012 a new change for the best
A new shift of energy felt worldwide
Reasearch and practice now if your up for the test
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2012 So Near But Dont Fear
 
A new age close so near
Earth my jolt and rage
A new awakening to end the fear
Love of light will shine to heal
New waves will rise to cleanse
A begining not an end to a loving world ordeal
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A Friend In Despair
 
As the world crashes around you
Waves of pain aimed at your heart
The shallow one who drains you awakens
Reaching for new ways and forgivness
Grasping the true reality of life
This friend wishes this for you
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A Gift For You
 
Held inside for many years
The power was hidden
Through many lost tears
Opening to the powers that be
Getting stronger  to help others
My gift is your gift for all to see
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A New World
 
Many healing temples will form across the lands
Leading  those in who will open and recieve
The chosen ones will bring  light in their hands
Feeling the ultimate guildance in  full force
Masses of souls will gather with hope.                                                     Pain
and suffering is cast out with each passing hour
A new world with  war and crime in the past
Unthinkable beautiful changes not known to man                                      
Few may run but millions will embrace the power
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Age Of Aquarius  2012
 
A short time away our eyes will see
Position of the earth will slightly  jolt
With a new way for mankind  war free
Visions of beauty with the milky way so near
Much will be said and seen  as we get closer to the year
On December twentyfirst at eleven eleven
Embrace this new way of living and have no fear
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Always There
 
Always there close to your heart
Etched in loving memories
To outlast time and never part
Let your sadness and sorrow go
Live life to your fullest love and laugh
Thats what I want for you to know
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Appreciation To All Who Will Or Did Help
 
Thank you for caring with your blood or your time
Appreciation is great for money that you grant for food or to rebuild
Though stories are starting to unfold of name calling and greed
Just remember these people lived in poverty and most were in need
Some things were never learned with murder and drugs, a way of life
No jobs and every day strife
Hopefully most will thank us for all we have done
Nature has disrubted so many in a sad way
Many now  theres a chance for all  surviviors to make a new start
I hope they can make the right choices and be greatful to all
But even if they dont thank you
I thank you for caring from the bottom of my heart
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Are You Ready For Change In 2012
 
Yes its coming into light
Better times with new awareness
New  intense  visions will shine bright
Now is the time to find the hidden ways
Research and learn of the power within you and all now
As 2012 approches share with others and show them how
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Are You Ready To Awaken Now
 
If you are ready to awaken
Sit and let all go from your mind
Raise your hands and clap them hard
keep them togerther pulling them one inch apart
You feel the power of energy now as you create a ball
Concentrate as yo feel and see it grow larger
You have now awakened a new part of you
Learn more of energy work
Grow and help yourself and teach others
We will stand united in 2012
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As World Cleanses For New Awakening We Are One
 
The disasters will grow stronger
Tragic events will continue though  I wish  they would stop
As more fear, tears and sadness last longer
Through this year and the next will be a test of strength
As the earth cleanses through this cycle to have mass change
The time is now to awaken your mind to endure and help thru the length
Transformative consiousness to connect to the power of light
Reach your level of oneness and harmony
Only you can help  make this world right so now you mst live and learn
The energetic field is yours for the taking dont remain in darkness
Feel the most beautiful feeling you could ever imagine
As your true meaning of life finally awakens
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Ascension Wishes From Saint Germain
 
Meditation Will Lead Your Way To A New Earth Of Love And Light In The Highest
Form Of Vibrational Energies Way.
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Awaken In The 11/11/11 Gateway For Love Peace
And Healing To The World
 
Awaken without fear, Know why you are here, Though a new age idea many will
resist out  of fear, love and light was here in the begining of  the universe so its
time to the power as millions of voices hear.
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Beautiful Amazing You
 
All is not lost at sea
You remain with beauty of heart
Move on and forward of whats to be
Dream yor dreams to do your best
Help and care for others to feel your love
Life is a on going test
When you give you will recieve back
If your mind and heart finds the light
You wont be missing what you lack
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Blue Eye Jive
 
Blue eyes of two are in my sight
A man a child or a comedian
The friend with true love each day and  night
Blue eyes that confuse  stare and amaze
In there close and distant veiw I plan to stay
Blue eyes longing for brighter days
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Break Away
 
Break away from the poison thats devouring your soul
The beast has filled your mind and body
Now the evil has taken full control
Though you feel there is no way to pull through
Destruction and pain so easily  cast
Dig deep for the strength thats inside of you
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Christ Mind  Healing
 
The highest healing level to enter
Rise Rise my friend to the light
I preach to you again and again
Forgivness
Beauty
Love
Peace
Healing
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Color Time
 
Red swirls and dances all around
Yellow twists and tingles within
Pink sings to my heart without a sound
Green calms in waves that soar
lavender awakens my dreams
light blue leaves me in speechless splendor
Deep purple crowns the rest of the team
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Colorado Mountain Lion
 
You call to me to join you
High upon a mountain top
Longing to look into your eyes
Searching to feed my soul
Awaiting natures vastness
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Come And Get It
 
Love of yourself
Life to live to its fullest
Dream to fulfill
Forgivness to ease your mind
Faith in the healing spirit in your soul
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Come Out Of The Darkness
 
Wake up from the doom and the gloom
Your lifes calling so step forward
The sun and earth await you so get out of that room
Let your love shine for others to see
No matter what pain you have endured
Now its time for you to live, laugh and be free
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Connecting
 
Feeling is believing
So profound and intense
Giving  light and then recieving
Now life makes so much more sense
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Crystal Heal
 
Red rays to the right
Blue sparks to the left
Yellows hue in the center  shining bright
Black shadows of torment in your mind
Orange rusty memories fade
Silver stars beacon for you to find
Green bounty of nature to enjoy and explore
Gray clouds of sadness  be gone
White lights are cast to heal your core
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Dragons Spew
 
Dragons spew hot fire though the land
Creating war and ignorance
Power hungry visions of man
Buning the earth to the core
Master angels awakend with angry wings
Flying across the earth spreading tears of light
Creating a new age of peace for man
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Dreams Of Light
 
Intense purity of white lights shine
Within the reach of a special eye
Opening the real power Line
With intense study you will emerge
Programing erased from your mind
Power flows forever will surge
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Eagle Picture Perfection
 
Searching
Waiting
Longing
Wanting
Anticipating
Desiring
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Egret Parade
 
Hundreds of egrets in a parade
Behold this beauty to capture
I aimed my camera into the glade
Three Ibis out of nowhere did strut
One blue heron danced on one leg
sandpipers pecked in the muck
Too close to a bittern I did get
So he flew away fast
As the black ducks did sit
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Eta Carinea
 
&lt;/&gt;Connection, Beauty , Angel, Seventh Seal, Awaken  Now
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Etheric Body Connections
 
Yes we all have wings if we choose to see.In meditation and healing you will find
them by changing your DNA  to what was meant to be.
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Fall
 
Vibrant colors dancing
Wind harshly whispering
Love filling and surrounding my heart
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Feather Flight & Fantasy
 
I awaken to see a beautiful  new day
Clouds drift pass in an azure blue sky
Spreading my wings I take off on my way
Destination is freedom through a rainbows hue
No worries or cares as I drift in  the sky
Singing a high pitched melody the whole day through
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Fierce Winds Do Blow
 
In your mind is a twisted storm
Powerd by  times  winds of hate
Hailing self pity forever to form
Only you can step out of the freezing pain
Move forward  not  backwards to dwell
Enter into the sunshine with so much to gain
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Fill My Head With Your Power
 
My head fills with power
My hands project  to heal
My heart is filled with love
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Find It To Survive Your Mind
 
Find it now the time will pass
Search your heart to grasp the light
Its no to late to mend your soul
Connect with Gods true white light
When you find it all will be revealed
Happiness and peace will abound
Your power will amaze for all to see
Now its time to take your first step just turn around
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Find Truth
 
A preacher am I
This could be so
To speak the true meaning of life
For one and all to know
Call on the master of many names
Abandon the old ancient program of control
Plug into the universal light
Find emence peace and love
Make that lifes goal
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Frozen Water
 
Tears chill and dry
Drops freeze and crack
Time stands still
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Get Ready For Light A Big Change Is Here And Its
Growing
 
Reiki or energy healing is the light of power 
Crystals enhance  the powers that flow
Open up and learn for the age around us
A brand  new world is what you will veiw
Called by many names of healing for it is written
From one master light the engery flows
Learn this and know the true meaning of life
Give it to help others
Live it to help yourself
 2012 is just the begining   The information and guidance is all around you,
research and learn
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Get Up And Get Out
 
In a rut? Its time to rise
Get rid of hate and sorrow
Open your eyes
Outside a fantasy of natue does await
So look around and drink it in
Its a natural high thats oh so great
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Golden Locks
 
The  long golden locks flow softy upon my neck
Suddenly awakened by the soldiers warm touch
Wild thoughts start spinning and dancing in my mind
Gentle touches and warm  kisses as he whispers my name
A magical moment of forgeting space and time
This memory will last an eternity never to fade
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Goodbye Suger
 
Goodbye suger you have to go
Take your starches with you
Let your white flour blow
I have gone to the beach to explore
Lighter from a new way of living
Feeling so much better now that I opened that door
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Hello Again
 
Hello again its been a while
So glad your doing well
Your new adventure has made you smile
Wisdom has earned its degree
Lifes knowledge is power
Let it shine for all to see
At times theres sadness in hidden sight
Step away from the sorrow
Its time to live life and take flight
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Hidden Away From Closed Minds
 
Closed minds weep
Never to find the truth
Afraid of  the power within
Programed with pages
A lifetime goes by
In the next life they may find it
The light that cant be described
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Housing Bottom Prediction
 
In between June and December its time to answer to call
Home prices hit rock bottom and stop falling
Slowley to rise and get back on the ball
But this may take years to recover from the bad disarray
For now we will deal with it along with rising prices
Its the age old story we will just have to pay
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I  Am
 
I am black white red  and yellow
I am ordained to give
I am love
I am Light
I am change
We are one
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I Preach With A Vow
 
Help the world to be a better place
Feel the beauty of love in your soul
Find the age old wisdom to meditate
Take one more step forward to heal
Teach others your learnings
The universe has so much to reveal
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Its There For All To Find
 
Connect to higher love and light
Its time for all to awaken to a thrird eye
Feel the power to make this world right
Some may not be ready but the time is here
Its time to let go of old beliefs
Open the new door let in the lights spendor in without fear
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Life Long Wishes
 
Wishes for love in your heart
Freedom to choose happiness
Wishes for dreams coming true to start
Being one through Universal light
Teaching others to awaken and thrive
Wishes for you to discover and take flight
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Light Healing Lessons
 
All over the internet your lessons await
Find them now to learn whats inside of you
Your powers will help you and others to improve
As millions power up now the energy grows great
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Love Live Step Ahead  Into The Light
 
Backward steps do dwell
Be as beautiful as is hidden deep
You are special with a  life of searching for light
Study this and help yourself and others
Amazement awaits in the master power Universal Light
Awaken now to the new age of whats been here since the begining
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Mediation With Universal Creation
 
Sit relax let all of your thoughts go
Breathe slowly and  deeply
Feel the universal connection  starting to flow
As the power grows let yourself lift
Enjoy the feeling of love eternal connection
Peace light love
Internal cleansing perfection
Dont be afraid to rise and let go
When you are ready you will come back
Grounding to the earth that you know
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Meditate With The World Today
 
Send healing to the world at 11: 11 AM   or 7PM
Cleanse the earth  pure white e the word
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Miss Miller Finds Hidden Meanings On You Tube
 
Yes Miss Miller see for yourself.
Millions practice knowing the truth
Take the book off the shelf
Show your little one the way
Living in unity and love as one.
One god of light but not man will show you the way
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Miss Miller Shops Alot
 
Oh miss miller what did you see
While your little one looks away
Like a wave in the sea
Jenny oh how you sail
With your cart under  hand
Your list never fails
Show him how to barter and save
Coupons and flyers helping along
Look now and be proud show all  to amaze
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Move On To Be Well
 
Lash out once more
As loved one endures the pain
Move on and forward before they show you the door
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My Guilde Will Lead Me
 
I will find the way out of the darkness
Grasping to give lights gift to all
Nashoba shows me grace and passion
Few may listen to my words of wisdom
Those who hear will prosper and grow
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No Fear As 2012 Is Near
 
Its everywhere and on you tube too
Research and facts of whats to come
Some things spoken in fear but others will ring true
A movie coming this November of the end earth
In reality dont panic there is nothing to fear
Awaken to the light and enjoy your rebirth
The universal light power will surge even stronger
Love, peace and harmony will be embraced
Learn now and teach others, dont wait any longer
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No Words Can Cancel An Evil Imprint
 
Words played over and over in our minds seep
Never to find final closure
Evil destruction still cuts deep
From this senseless act brings a haunting past
Forever etched in blood and tears
An eternity of sadness has been cast
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Oh My World Step On In
 
Poems 4u
Crafts 4 me
Photos 4 all 2 see
Cooking 4 u
Helping 4 free
Broke 4 now
Love 2 all
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One Of Mind
 
A univervse of one
No religious wars
A world without vengence
A universal shining love
One light not divided
Find it live it love it now
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One Remains
 
One remains in your heart
Though in this life they passed
The pain never seems to part
Think of what was truly in there soul
You will make it through
With loving memories and less sadness as your goal
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Open Your Third Eye Now
 
Yes my dear  you do have another eye to see
It has been waiting all of your life to awaken                                                The
time is now  to open it for the powers that be
Another force of pure  power is there
It will open your mind and heart
Lighting the way for all that care
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Over And Over The News Casts Say
 
She surged and heavy winds did blow
Unbelivable destuction all around
People were warned but did not go
To many have died wthout a chance
Nature devoured towns
But in reality its not her last dance
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Pacific Shorelines
 
Sunset of orange and yellow  streams
Warm and golden sandy beach
Long hot days with summer dreams
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Photo Fantasy
 
If it flies I am there
When it walks I will follow
Creeping close I wont scare
Fur or featherd catching my eye
Adventuring into wilderness
Thats my kind of high
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Preacher Of Light
 
Closed ears may not hear
Love and light grows with each day
Some may think this is evil and resist with fear
This is something we are all born to do
When you  find your true purpose
Open what is hidden in your  third eye to be the real you
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Reach Love Live Learn
 
Reach for the books
Millions are generating light
Love your healing energies
Live to give healing love.
Once you learn what is hidden
Trust yourself to teach others
Embrace a new word of wonder
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Sallymaes In Heartbreak Ally
 
Tears shed again feeling pain
Love has closed the door
Was it all in vain
Love was cast and lost
To survive now is crucile
No mater the cost
Move ahead life to explore
Dry the tears that go unseen
Await whats just beyond the door
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Satisfaction On The Line
 
Getting ready and it feels so right
The baits on the hook
The cast took flight
Excitment rising with a nibble
Come  on
I yell and quibble
A pull and tug with a jerk
Look hes only six inches
After all of that work
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Saving Light
 
Only few out there will read this and understand
Most were not taught to find the true universal light
Because it was not in the mythical book as planned
A time is near to open you mind fill it and be raised
As beauty, peace, love and healing fill you
Your power will be endless with all to be amazed
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Search And You Will Find, , Call It What You Will
 
Healing Energy
Universal Light.
The Power Of Reiki
Crystal Delight
A Deliverance From God
Who Truley  Is Not Man
But A Powerful Pure Master Light 
Awaiting Your Connection
Its Time To Take Flight
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Send Love  And Light To The World
 
All join hands as one
Send love and light
This must be done
Desperation of many disasters wake
Please help by sending love and light
Help the world to recover for her own sake
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Shine On
 
You are the silver light
Let your love shine
Electricty flows from morn to night
The time is now to charge and give
You are an amazing creation
Find you way its time to live
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Shoot The Bird
 
There you are my happy little friend
Hold still and pose
No its not your end
Natures beauty at its best
Pure of heart
Just stay and rest
Now its time with just one shot
To capture you in time
Proudy to file and display what I have got
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Sickend Media Minds
 
Small minds warped by tube of visions
Evil thoughts invade with wrong impressions
Crazed waves to veiw  worsen each year
Turn back time to regain a simple way of life
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Sing, Sing A Funny Tune
 
Sing a funny tune
Tell all about love
Flowers spewing sweet perfume
Sing and dance to a silly beat
Feeling  light and free
As air fills your brain and lifts your feet
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Solar Storm Blues
 
No television today to see
Cell phones are out so we cant speak
Computers scramble and  fade to black
Storms are raging in a star filled sky
Oh no how can we live in such a way
This is a diaster so what do we do
We may have live in an age of whats old is new
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Sorrow For A Friend In Need
 
He has stomped upon your heart of gold
Your broken dreams fill your mind
Tears shed for a soul grown cold
Creating chaos for one and all
Only seeing what he wants and needs
Its time him to change his ways or take a hard fall
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Stuck But Not Forgotten
 
Souls stuck in the circle of life
Ruins of falling towers to dwell
Lightning mirros reflect sadness and strife
Words spoken untrue to recant
Once spew out in anger to advance
Guilt remains for more rage to grant
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Sweet Flower Blossom
 
Petals of purple and blue
Fill my eyes
With a beauty so true
Each peatal softly sents the air
In a country medow
Take me there
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Sweets For Your Mind
 
Waterfall with a rainbow to see
Purple and red sunset casting a veiw
The beauty of nature with amazing animal visions
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Tears Of Ice May Drop
 
Tears will flow and turn to ice
A heart remains frozen in time
Mind will hail to pay the price
Many cold storms will stay and grow
Casting doubt on a future in a sad  life
With dreams raining happiness never to flow
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The Devil Within
 
Devil inside the mask thats displayed
On your knees you honor your master as you decieve
Leaving the doors you then show your true self
Evil walks as the devil that dwells in you
Your gangs and criminals with violence and murder will rebound
For we many in a hell where evil dwells in many hearts
Repent now to save yourself from losing your soul
If you choose to stay in hell to continue speading your evil from one life to the
next torment will never end in your mind
Your true happiness with love will never be found
You will only be lost in your evil devil  ways over and over                        For the
devil is not in the ground  as words say to be feared at the end
The devil is here now and must change his evil ways for a better world
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The Hidden Secret Light Is Yours To Find The Time Is
Now
 
Worship the light as in the plan
All must join in peace as one
To honor the truth thats been hidden by man
One god of light not a human or a vision
Though programing from mythical books prevail
Open your mind and connect this is your mission
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The Passing
 
Wounding with fright
The passing will be
Memories of love still flames the light
Without a body  soul will not exist in this place
Eternaly to step into the light
Beauty beoynd description forever to face
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Their  Flight My Fantasy
 
Thousands of pictures to veiw
Not only my eyes pleasure
The beauty passes to you
A challenge at times but not to hard to take
That perfect shots just ahead
An eagle flying over the lake
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There You Go
 
Off on your own away from home
New struggles to ponder
Its like being in another world or zone
Be true to yourself in all situations
The reality of life is here and now
Do you think that you need a vacation
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This Too Will Pass
 
The fear and loss of the unforseen
Mixed emotions dwell in darkness
Reaching for the grasping of a dream
Hope must stay strong to survive
Find peace and calm
You soon will strive
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Time To Find Your True Spirit
 
Love And Light
Energy Healing
Crystal energy
Reiki
Love
Light
One
Connection
Seven Chakras
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Triangle Pyramid Forces
 
Evidence is all around
The universal  connection sign
On money and many tempels this can be found
The source of power of peace and love
Three lines with two  reaching to the universe
Connect and  share from up above
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Universal Love 2012 Is Coming
 
We are of one universal light
To let go of the book of program
Many  dark souls will fight
Awake to a world as one
Meditation, Reiki, energy & crystal connections
Dont be afraid to enter the light while you are alive
Its the most beautiful thing in your life you ever could have done
Beauty, love in another dimension
Wake up now
While I have your attention
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Valentine Fix
 
My valinetine fix with eyes of berries
Nose of white chocolate
Heart of cherries
Arms of licorish delight
Feet of banana cream pie
Body of sweet jelly beans flavored just right
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Wake Up
 
My  dear friends all is not you
All is not  me, me me and self
Wake up, Wake  up now
Awaken and help others
Know tht light is pure love
Find your inner gift
The universe needs your help
You need the universal light which god
To shine upon you  as you rise
Not waiting for death
But finding the ultimate connection in life
War, guns, hatred  evil ways be gone.
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War Recipe
 
Tragedies spew with turmoil and pain
Grief with mental torment as bodies grow ill
Is it really all for fredom or just a stirred vat of vain
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Whalers Nightmare Wish
 
A thing of beauty with a soul in the sea to behold
Why destroy the intelegence and grace that shines in her eyes
Your harpoons fly taking more than allowed so the meat can be sold
Let them live in peace as they are willed to do
Imagine what would happen with a different veiw
If the whales were the ones that hunted and speared you
Many are against but many are for
These actions are age old
But it does not make it right as the  horrible images soar
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What You Are In The Universe
 
You are a red strong root
With sacral orange joy
Yellow hues help you too decide
Heart of green enhancing the feeling of love
Blue rays transmit your voice to speak
Indigo eye visions make you wise
Violet crowns your spirit and soul
You are a master of universal light
The time is now to let them shine
Its all crystal clear
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Who Are You, Look Deep
 
Who are you
Look at your lives
Past and new
Where have you been
Who have you helped
You have been here                                                                                 You
have been there
Who were you
Who will you be
Or will you find the light
The answer to all is within
Find it now
Feel its power
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Will Hope Arrive In 2012
 
Time for all to learn of the light
Prepare for peace and love
Mayans calender ends
All will not be lost and gone
A new way of thinking will begin
Meditation and healing will guilde you now
As this time nears closer and the movie of doom shows
Know that you are safe and loved
Learn how to ultimately connect with the light
Be prepared for miracles beyond your vision
2012  awaken and prosper
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Wonderful You
 
You give and give wanting to recieve
But it happens again and again
With the heartache you grieve
You must be strong and full of life
Always remember you one of a kind
You dont deserve all the tears and strife
Though struggles with sadness  are hard
You are wonderful and will survive the test
Lifes like a game but we cant deal our card
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Words
 
Here they come loaded with pain
Soaked with the hatred of your minds one way veiw
Enjoying the evil and all that you gain
Blinded never  to search for peace in your soul
Always to focus on sadness and gloom                                                    living
for heartache and losing control
Thriving  on others just to get by
Wishing to have a better life
Not wanting to try
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World Meditation 11/11/11 All Day
 
Sit relax feel the light within, form a halo around the earth, see the oceans and
river being cleansed, see mans evils ways being  cleansed, every animal, plant
and thing on earth is glowing in pure white universal light, a new way of life is  to
you tube for a guided meditation, for 11/11/11.
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World Of Change
 
Here it comes as melting iceburgs fall
Warmer oceans with higher tides
And thats not all
Waterfront  properties will need a paddle
Change of climate is worsening
To a constant battle
Too much damage in the world that we live
I hope its not to late
For each and everyone of us to care and give
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You Are
 
You are special and full of love
Though your world seem like its crashing
Reach deep within now to rise above
Take care and nuture in this test of life
Do no harm to yourself or others
Strive to be a great person and let go of the strife
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You Are Out There, Be Careful
 
Your face is  cast on the book
You love  to swim in the wild with your tube
Your fingers twitter inviting your full intent
With a flicker of hope in all who you meet
Site upon site your friends are invited to the game
Be careful in all that you say and do in these times
You are out there for crazed eyes to see
Many men may have bad intentions
So much misforune tears and sadness
As the internet grows and  lures you in
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You Know You Are
 
My special love
My helpful friend
My caregiver
My future dreams
My everything
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Your Freind
 
Your friend is an evil power that has you in his clutch
You have leaned on him for years
Now worn and broken and still desiring his touch
The pain and heartbreak pours out around you
Tears of sorrow are shed from endless screams
The time to help yourself is now
Escape to be a better man and follow your dreams
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Your Here On A Mission
 
Have you been searching all of your life in vain
Knowing that somethings missing
There is information out there with so much to gain
Though finding healing light is not for power or money
This is a Universal deeper connection thats sweeter than honey
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Your On Camera
 
Oh dont you know
You are on camera
Everywhere you go.
In traffic or at the store
In your neighborhood
Or by the one you adore
I spy like a buzzing bee
Cameras by the thousands
With evidence in pictures
In every action of a computer
Every step shows so much to see
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